INTRODUCTION {#s0001}
============

Prions are self-propagating, infectious protein isoforms that generally result from the structural conversion of soluble proteins into an infectious amyloid form. At least 10 prions have been identified in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*.[@cit0001] Most of the yeast prion proteins contain glutamine/asparagine (Q/N) rich prion-forming domains (PFDs) that are responsible for prion activity. The PFDs tend to be long, intrinsically disordered, low complexity regions. Similar prion-like domains (PrLDs) are common in eukaryotic genomes, particularly in RNA binding proteins.[@cit0003] Growing evidence indicates that aggregation of PrLD-containing proteins may be involved in regulating normal cellular processes, including RNA localization and turnover.[@cit0004] Mutations in a number of these PrLDs have also been linked to degenerative diseases, including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, fronto-temporal dementia, and inclusion body myopathy.[@cit0003] This has created increased interest in understanding the basis for aggregation PFDs and PrLDs.

Here we discuss a recent study showing that rational mutations can be designed to generate prion activity in non-prion Q/N-rich domains.[@cit0006] Two strategies were successfully employed: targeted mutations to increase prion propensity, and duplication of predicted prion-prone segments. These results provide insight into the sequence basis for prion activity, and offer possible mechanisms by which new prion domains could evolve. Additionally, the ability to manipulate prion propensity could provide a useful tool to study the role of PrLDs in both normal physiology and disease.

Using Targeted Mutations to Create Prion Activity {#s0001-0001}
-------------------------------------------------

Most yeast PFDs have similar amino acid compositions, with high Q/N content, and few charged and hydrophobic residues.[@cit0007] Randomizing the order of the amino acids in the PFDs of 2 yeast prion proteins, Sup35 and Ure2, does not block prion activity, demonstrating that amino acid composition, not primary sequence, is the predominant determinant of prion propensity.[@cit0008] Various labs have developed prediction methods to identify new prion proteins based on compositional similarity to known PFDs.[@cit0005] These methods have been quite effective at identifying new prion candidates, but less effective at distinguishing among the top candidates or predicting the effects of mutation.[@cit0005]

To improve prion prediction, we developed a quantitative mutagenesis method to score the prion propensity of each amino acid in the context of a Q/N-rich PFD.[@cit0010] These values were used to build PAPA, a prion prediction algorithm that shows a strong ability to distinguish between Q/N-rich domains with and without prion activity.[@cit0011] Charged residues and prolines each score as strongly prion-inhibiting in PAPA, consistent with their relative rarity in yeast PFDs. However, despite their underrepresentation in yeast PFDs, hydrophobic and aromatic residues score as strongly prion-promoting. Indeed, increasing the number of hydrophobic residues in the Sup35 PFD increases aggregation propensity and prion activity.[@cit0012]

We therefore asked whether we could similarly turn non-prion proteins into prions by replacing prion-inhibiting residues with prion-promoting residues. Alberti *et al*. previously screened the yeast genome for regions with high compositional similarity to known yeast PFDs, and tested the top 100 prion-like domains in 4 assays for aggregation and prion activity.[@cit0013] We selected 4 of these PrLDs that showed no detectable aggregation or prion activity, and serially replaced prion-inhibiting amino acids with prion-promoting amino acids until the predicted PAPA score was above 0.10, a threshold associated with high prion activity ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0005] We observed that among the Alberti data set, PrLDs with high prion activity were more likely to have long stretches without any prion-inhibiting amino acids; we therefore targeted the mutations to create such stretches. FIGURE 1.Sequences of the four PrLDs that were mutated to create prion activity. Predicted prion-promoting residues are indicated in green, while prion-inhibiting residues are indicated in red. Mutations made to create prion activity are indicated above each sequence. For Puf4, the four regions for which tandem repeats were generated are underlined. For Yck1, only the first 90 amino acids of the 117 amino acid PrLD are shown.

When expressed in yeast as GFP fusions, each of the 4 mutant PrLDs efficiently formed foci, while the wild-type PrLDs remained diffuse, indicating that the mutations were sufficient to cause aggregation. However, many non-prion proteins form foci in cells; true prion activity requires the ability to exist in, and convert between, two stable states. To test whether the mutants could support *bona fide* prion activity, each was inserted in the place of the Sup35 PFD. None of the wild-type PrLD-Sup35 fusions showed any prion activity. By contrast, 2 of the 4 mutant PrLD-Sup35 fusions (from Puf4 and YLR177W) formed prions that were stably propagated over multiple generations, and one other (from Pdc2) formed unstable prions that could be maintained with selection, but were rapidly lost on non-selective medium. Although the original mutants had 5-7 amino acid substitutions, prion activity could be generated in Puf4 with as few as 2 mutations.

These studies highlight the significant strides that we have made in understanding aggregation propensity. However, the fact that all 4 mutants formed foci, while only 2 of 4 formed stable prions, suggests that methods like PAPA may be more effective at predicting aggregation propensity than prion propensity. Previous studies do provide possible explanations for the failure of Pdc2 and Yck1 to form stable prions. Yck1 was the only mutant unable to form the two states that are characteristic of prions; interestingly, it also had the highest ratio of Q to N of the 4 proteins, consistent with previous reports that N-rich proteins are more conducive to prion activity than Q-rich proteins.[@cit0014] Pdc2, which formed prions that were poorly propagated, had the lowest number of aromatic residues. There are distinct sequence and compositional requirements for the formation of protein aggregates and the ability of these aggregates to propagate as *bona fide* prions;[@cit0015] aromatic residues seem to promote the stable maintenance of prions by promoting chaperone-dependent fragmentation of prion aggregates, thereby offsetting dilution of aggregate numbers upon cell division.[@cit0015] However, it should be noted that there is a significant range of aromatic content among the Q/N-rich yeast PFDs. Sfp1 has the lowest (1.3%), while Sup35 has the highest (17.8%);[@cit0007] the Pdc2 PrLD, with 5.5% aromatic residues, is well within this range, suggesting that aromatic content alone is not sufficient to explain its failure to propagate stable prions.

Larger sample sizes would be needed to further examine the basis for the failure of Pdc2 and Yck1, but these data suggest that prediction of prion activity will require more complex methods than are currently available. Nevertheless, our success in generating 2 new PFDs indicates that the sequence requirements for prion propagation are sufficiently broad that many Q/N-rich domains, if mutated to aggregate, will acquire prion activity.

Using Repeat Expansions to Create Prion Activity {#s0001-0002}
------------------------------------------------

Most yeast PFDs are long, low complexity regions of consistent, modest prion propensity. We hypothesized that another way to generate a new PFD would be to make tandem repeats of short sequences fitting this description. To test this hypothesis, we identified 4 short segments (5-9 amino acids; [**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) within Puf4 that consisted primarily of polar amino acids, with a small number of prion-promoting hydrophobic or aromatic residues. We inserted tandem repeats of these sequences into Puf4 and tested for prion activity using the Sup35 fusion assay. At all 4 positions, length dependent prion activity was observed.

We hypothesized that this increase in prion activity was not due to the repeats *per se*, but instead was simply a result of creating larger aggregation-prone segments. However, while scrambling the repeat segments did not eliminate length-dependent prion activity, prion activity generally required longer lengths for the scrambled constructs. This suggests that the primary sequence of the repeats may contribute modestly to prion activity.

These results demonstrate that while amino acid composition is a dominant determinant of the aggregation propensity of Q/N-rich domains, primary sequence also exerts an effect. The proposed structure of the prion fibers may explain both the composition and primary sequence effects. Q/N-rich prion proteins are thought to adopt a serpentine structure in amyloid fibrils consisting of alternating β-strand and loop segments; individual peptide monomers then stack to form an in-register parallel β-sheet ([**Fig. 2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0002] In this structure, interactions along the length of the fiber are between identical amino acids on adjacent monomers. Thus, insertion of a hydrophobic residue would generate stabilizing hydrophobic interactions along the length of the fiber, while an inserted charged residue would create charge repulsions. Scrambling the sequence would not change these interactions, but instead would simply change their context.[@cit0018] However, there are additional interactions that could be sensitive to primary sequence. Adjacent strands in the serpentine structure are thought to pack to form a steric zipper;[@cit0019] these packing interactions should be sensitive to primary sequence. Likewise, charged residues and prolines are thought to be best accommodated in loop segments, so the positioning of these residues may affect whether a peptide can adopt a stable serpentine structure. For both of these reasons, the regular periodicity of repeat segments may facilitate formation of the serpentine structure. FIGURE 2.In-register parallel β-sheet structure for prion fibers. In prion fibers, yeast prion proteins are proposed to adopt a serpentine structure, with β-strands (blue, green and orange) separated by loops (black). Protein monomers then stack in-register, forming parallel β-sheets that run the length of the fiber. The fibers are stabilized by both β-sheet interactions along the length of the fiber and steric zipper packing interactions between strands within the plane of the fiber (between the blue and green strands, and the green and orange strands in the figure). Because an individual amino acid (red dot) will align with the corresponding amino acid in the adjacent protein, interactions along the length of the fiber should be largely primary-sequence independent. However, the steric zipper packing interactions should be sensitive to primary sequence.

One prediction algorithm, ArchCandy, has been developed to predict the steric zipper packing interactions within serpentine structures.[@cit0020] In preliminary analysis with ArchCandy, we were not able to identify any obvious trends that fully explained the observed primary sequence effects. However, it is possible that with larger sample sizes or more sophisticated analysis, this or other similar methods could help explain the effects of primary sequence on prion activity.

EVOLUTION OF NEW PRION DOMAINS {#s0002}
==============================

Despite having similar amino acid compositions, the yeast PFDs do not share any obvious sequence homology. This raises the question of how so many yeast proteins appear to have independently evolved these long, compositionally similar PFDs. Our results suggest 2 mechanisms by which new PFDs could evolve.

Tartaglia *et al*.[@cit0021] previously proposed that because uncontrolled protein aggregation is generally deleterious, cells are under significant selective pressure to prevent aggregation; however, once a protein\'s aggregation propensity has evolved to the point that the protein remains soluble under normal physiological conditions, there is little selective pressure to further reduce aggregation propensity. Because most mutations are likely to increase aggregation propensity, the opposing forces of genetic drift and natural selection will tend to result in most proteins being just soluble enough to function under physiological conditions. This "life on the edge" theory is appealing, because it explains why small changes in protein sequence, expression levels, or cellular environment frequently lead to protein aggregation. The theory also offers a potential mechanism to explain how new PFDs could evolve. If a Q/N-rich domain evolved for reasons unrelated to prion formation, the life-on-the-edge theory suggests that natural selection and genetic drift will result in the protein being just a small number of mutations from aggregating. Our results indicate that the ability to propagate as a prion is a sufficiently common feature of Q/N-rich domains that for many Q/N-rich domains, if they were to acquire mutations that resulted in aggregation, they would also acquire prion activity. Some of the yeast PFDs have functions other than prion activity,[@cit0022] making it possible that these functions could have preceded the acquisition of prion activity.

There is debate for specific yeast prions as to whether they are diseases of yeast[@cit0002] or beneficial epigenetic elements.[@cit0025] Importantly the life-on-the-edge theory explains how either deleterious or beneficial prions could evolve. In cases where prion formation is beneficial, having many proteins on the cusp of aggregation would increase the probability of evolving new functional prions. In cases where prion formation is deleterious, if the natural selection and genetic drift tend to keep PrLDs on the edge of aggregation, then rare events or changes in expression or cellular environment could push the proteins over the edge, causing prion formation.

The repeat expansion results offer a second mechanism by which new prion domains could evolve. Many prion proteins contain repeat sequences, and expansions of the repeats in both Sup35 and the mammalian prion protein PrP are associated with increased prion activity.[@cit0026] This would seem to suggest that repeats *per se* promote prion activity; however, this idea is contradicted by the observation that scrambling the Sup35 repeats does not block prion activity.[@cit0028] We therefore proposed that repeats may be common not because they directly promote prion activity, but because they provide a simple mechanism to generate the long, low-complexity sequences that characterize yeast PFDs.[@cit0028] Duplication of DNA elements is a common source of genetic diversity,[@cit0029] and can result from errors in DNA repair, recombination or replication, so duplication of prion-like sequences would provide a simple way to rapidly increase prion activity. Trinucleotide repeats represent a simple form of tandem repeat, and are common sources of disease due to repeat instability; it has similarly been proposed that some yeast PFDs may have evolved from poly-Q or poly-N repeats.[@cit0031]

CONCLUSIONS AND CAVEATS {#s0003}
=======================

Despite the success in generating new PFDs, these experiments nevertheless carry significant caveats. Importantly, the prediction methods described here are likely specific to Q/N-rich domains. There are 2 basic reasons for this. First, for many amyloid-forming proteins, amyloid-prone segments are buried in the folded state of the protein, so native state stability can be a critical determinant of aggregation propensity.[@cit0032] This makes predicting the effects of mutations more challenging, as mutations can alter aggregation propensity by affecting either intrinsic aggregation propensity or native state stability. By contrast, Q/N-rich domains tend to be intrinsically disordered, simplifying prediction of aggregation propensity. Indeed, the PAPA algorithm only provides predictions for regions that are predicted to be intrinsically disordered. Second, the sequence features that drive aggregation seem to differ between Q/N-rich and non-Q/N-rich proteins. Aggregation by non-Q/N-rich proteins is frequently driven by short, highly amyloidogenic fragments, and algorithms designed to identify these domains have shown reasonable success at predicting the behavior of non-Q/N-rich domains.[@cit0033] Such fragments may be transiently exposed by local unfolding.[@cit0035] By contrast, the intrinsic disorder of most Q/N-rich domains likely allows much larger regions to be simultaneously exposed. This may explain why, despite evidence that short aggregation-prone fragments can serve as key nucleating sites in Q/N-rich PFDs,[@cit0036] their presence is a poor predictor of prion propensity.[@cit0011] The prediction methods that have had the most success predicting prion activity of Q/N-rich domains have tended to use much larger window sizes.[@cit0010]

A second caveat is that these experiments were all performed using fusion proteins, and therefore may not reflect the behavior of the PrLDs in their native context. The prion activity of a PrLD-containing protein is dependent not only on the prion propensity of the PrLD, but also on factors such as the sequence context in which the domain occurs, interacting proteins, and the expression level and localization of the protein. This can result in both false positives and false negatives in the Sup35 fusion assay; for example, the PFDs from the yeast prion proteins Cyc8 and Mot3 both fail to form prions when fused to Sup35, and numerous PrLDs that show prion activity when fused to Sup35 have not yet been demonstrated to support prion activity in their native context.[@cit0013] Therefore, while our experiments reveal two mechanisms by which a Q/N-rich domain could evolve prion activity, these mechanisms would only create a new prion if the domain occurred in the correct context.

Overall, these experiments demonstrate that the prion propensity of Q/N-rich proteins can be rationally manipulated. However, they also reveal areas that are less well understood, including: the basis for primary sequence effects; the sequence features that drive prion activity versus aggregation activity; and how factors other than intrinsic aggregation propensity affect prion activity.
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